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SLICE-CONTINUOUS SETS IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES:
CONVEX CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION AND STRICT

CONVEX SEPARATION

EMIL ERNST, MICHEL THÉRA, AND CONSTANTIN ZĂLINESCU

ABSTRACT. The concept of continuous set has been used in finite di-
mension by Gale and Klee and recently by Auslender and Coutat. Here,
we introduce the notion of slice-continuous set in a general reflexive Ba-
nach space and we show that the class of such sets can be viewed as a
subclass of the class of continuous sets. Further, we prove that every non
constant real-valued convex and continuous function, which has a global
minima, attains its infimum on every nonempty convex and closed sub-
set of a reflexive Banach space if and only if its nonempty level sets are
slice continuous. Thereafter, we provide a new separation property for
closed convex sets, in terms of slice-continuity, and conclude this article
by comments.

1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS

This article concerns two closely related topics: constrained convex op-
timization and the strict convex separation principle in a reflexive Banach
space

�
. More precisely, we characterize

( � 1) all the non-constant real-valued continuous and convex functions
such that the constrained convex optimization problem:�������
	����������������	��������� !� "# $�%'&
has a solution for every nonempty closed and convex subset


of�

,
as well as

( � 2) the class of those nonempty closed and convex subsets ( of
�

which may be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane from any
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disjoint nonempty closed convex set )�*,+ . This means that there
exists a continuous linear functional - such that

.0/!12�354
6 -�798;:�<>=@?BACD3FE 6 -�7DG!:�H

Two subfamilies of closed convex sets play a crucial role in solving these
problems:

(1) the class I 1 of those closed convex sets which admit no boundary
rays or asymptotes;

and
(2) the class I 2 of those closed convex sets for which the support func-

tion (as defined in Rockafellar’s book [13]) is continuous at every
nonnull continuous functional.

The work of Gale and Klee [12] (see also Auslender and Coutat [6]) proves
that these two classes coincides in J#K , and their elements are called continu-
ous sets. It is also proved that, in the finite dimensional setting, a nonempty
closed convex set can be strictly separated from any other disjoint nonempty
closed convex set if and only if it is continuous. Moreover, on the basis of
the results from [6] and [12], it can easily be established that a non-constant,
real-valued, convex function attains its infimum on every nonempty closed
convex subset of JLK if and only if the function attains its infimum on J;K
and all its level sets are continuous.

Let us also note that in several recent results including, for instance, the
characterization of the closure of the linear image of convex sets ([5]), or ex-
istence theorems for generalized non-coercive equilibrium problems ([11]),
finite-dimensional continuous closed convex sets play a crucial role.

In the framework of infinite dimensional reflexive Banach spaces, it is
well known that

( M 1) classes I 1 and I 2 no longer coincide,
and

( M 2) neither the strict separation, nor the solvability of the constrained
convex optimization problem are guaranteed by any of the above
mentioned classes of closed and convex sets (for a definition and
several properties of infinite-dimensional continuous sets see [9]).

Thus, the aim of this paper is to define, in the framework of general
reflexive Banach spaces, a class of closed convex sets enjoying separation
and solvability properties similar to those of continuous sets in JNK .

A recently established weaker strict separation result suggests a possi-
ble way to avoid difficulties ( M 1) and ( M 2). Namely, it is proved that
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a nonempty closed and convex subset of a reflexive Banach space can be
strictly separated from every disjoint nonempty closed and convex set such
that the two convex sets have no common recession half-line if and only
if it is well-positioned. The concept of well-positioned closed convex set
(introduced by Adly et al. in [1]) is a geometric notion equivalent, in the
framework of reflexive Banach spaces, to the absence of lines and to weak
local compactness (see [4]). The necessity of well-positionedness in this
separation problem was established by Adly et al. in [2], while sufficiency
goes back to Dieudonn é [10].

In light of these considerations, the notion we seek should clearly cap-
ture the properties of well-positionedness and those of closed convex sets
without boundary rays and asymptotes. In this respect, Proposition 1 proves
that the class of closed convex slice-continuous sets (see Definition 5), that
is closed convex sets for which every nonempty intersection with a closed
linear manifold is continuous with respect to the closed linear manifold, co-
incides with the class of well-positioned closed convex sets with no bound-
ary rays and no asymptotes.

The main results of this article, Theorems 1 and 2, prove that a non-
constant real-valued convex and continuous function O which attains its in-
fimum on a reflexive Banach space P , attains its infimum on every nonempty
closed and convex set if and only if every of its nonempty level sets is slice-
continuous. It is also proven that the same condition characterizes the class
of nonempty closed and convex sets which may be strictly separated by a
closed hyperplane from any disjoint nonempty closed convex set.

A direct characterization of non-constant real-valued convex and conti-
nuous functions O attaining their infimum on every nonempty closed and
convex set is also provided (Proposition 4): the function O is required to be
the sum between a coercive and a linear functional, and every half-line ofP on which O is bounded from above must meet Q5RTSVUXW@Y!Z�O .

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 proves the necessity of
the absence of boundary rays and asymptotes (Lemma 2) and of the well-
positionedness (Lemma 5). The class of closed and continuous slice-conti-
nuous sets is defined and studied in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted
to the statement and the proof of the main results of the paper, Theorems 1
and 2. The last section contains dimension-reduction variants of the main
results, and concluding remarks.

Throughout the paper, we suppose that P is a reflexive Banach space
(unless otherwise stated) with continuous dual P�[ . The norms in P and P\[
will be denoted by ]_^B] and ]_^`] [ , and the primal and dual closed unit balls
of P and P [ by a Z and a Zcb , respectively.
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The measure of the distance between two subsets d and e of f is given
by gihkj#l0dnmDeporq,s�t`uTv�wyxyz�{Dw�|~}��$����}��,� . As usual,

d��cq�������f���������mD�p�������#���%d_�
is the negative polar cone of the set d of f , and d � reduces to the orthogonald_��q������%f � ������mD�p��q����#� ��d_� when d is a linear subspace of f .
We will use the notations ¡�tB¢£d and ¤�¥¦d to denote respectively the norm-
interior and the norm-boundary of a set d in f or in f � . We recall that
the recession cone to the closed convex set d is the closed convex cone d¨§
defined as

d § q©��ª«��f¬���$®�¯�`m��L�±°²�%dnm_�!°r³´µª¶�%d_��m
(see [13] as a reference book). A set d is called linearly bounded whenever
d�§·q������ .

If ¸>��f ¹ º¼»���³¾½,� is an extended-real-valued function, ¿¦À�Á�¸ is
the set of all ����f for which ¸�l���o is finite, and we say that ¸ is proper if¿¦ÀVÁ�¸ÃÂq>Ä . When ¸ is a proper lower semi-continuous convex function,
the recession function ¸c§ of ¸ is the proper lower semi-continuous convex
function whose epigraph is the recession cone for the epigraph of ¸ , i.e.,Å j!s5¸�§ q�l Å j!s5¸�oÆ§ . Equivalently

¸ § l���o_q Ç�s@ÁÈ�É�Ê §
¸�l��±°r³ÌËÍ�;o

Ë m
where �±° is any element such that ¸�l���°�o is finite. Given a closed convex
subset d of f , the domain of the support function given by

Î x!l���o��Ïq Ð0Ñ!jv�w5x ����mD���
is the barrier cone of d :Ò l0d_orqÓ������f � � Î x l���o�Ô�³¾½,�#q,¿¦À�Á Î x!Õ

Finally, we use the symbol “ ¹ ” to denote the strong convergence andÖ�×ÙØ
to denote the weak convergence on f .

2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS

When defining the class of non-constant real-valued convex continuous
functions attaining their infimum on every nonempty closed convex set, we
will proceed by elimination. Lemmata 2 and 5 collect conditions disal-
lowing the constrained optimization problem to have a solution on every
nonempty closed convex set.
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2.1. Asymptotes of convex sets. In this subsection we will extend the no-
tion of asymptote well known in real analysis to the case of closed convex
sets in a normed vector space (for a definition of the asymptote in a general
topological vector space, see [8]).

Definition 1. Let Ú be a nonempty, closed convex subset of the normed
vector space Û . We say that the half-line Ü�ÝÏÞ©ßVàráãâ#ä`å (with ßkà�æDå�ç�Û
and è�å$èLÞêé ) is an asymptote of Ú , and that å is an asymptotic direction
of Ú , if Üìë'íïîBð�Ú�Þ¼ñ and ò�ó5ônõ�Üìö²÷�ø�ù
æ�Ú#úrÞ�û for every ÷
ü�û .
Remark 1. In order to simplify the notations, the above definition does not
distinguish, as customary, between boundary rays, that is half-lines laying
within ý�þ¦Ú , and asymptotes, that is half-lines Ü disjoint from Ú fulfill-
ing ò�ókônõ�Ü·öÿ÷yø ù æ�Ú
ú~ÞÓû for every ÷�üÓû . In the sequel, the notion of
asymptote will thus be understood in the sense of Definition 1 (a half-line
called asymptote in the present article may accordingly correspond either
to a boundary ray, or to an asymptote, as classically defined). As a con-
sequence of Definition 1, one may easily remark that every å ç,Ú � withè�å è�Þ�é is an asymptotic direction when í�î`ð Ú�Þ�ñ .

Rather than the previous definition, we will use in the sequel the follow-
ing characterization of asymptotic directions.

Lemma 1. Let Û be a Banach space and åÙç Û with è�å è�Þ é . The
following two statements are equivalent:

(a) å is an asymptotic direction of Ú ;
(b) å�ç�Ú � and the half-line

� Ý Þ�� à á®â ä å is disjoint from Ú for some� à ç Û .

Proof of Lemma 1: (a) � (b). Consider å ç Û , è�å$èpÞ�é , an asymptotic
direction of Ú , and Ü�Ý Þ©ß à á�â ä å an asymptote of Ú of direction å . Let
us first prove that å ç�Ú � . Indeed, as ò�ó5ô�õ�Ü·öÿ÷�ø ù æ�Ú#ú«Þ û for every÷
ü�û , it follows that there are sequences õ��	��ú
���������â ä and õ
��� ú���������·Ú
such that

è�ß à á�����å è�����æ è����� �ß à  �����å è�! é "#��ç%$'&�(
In particular this yields �)��ü*�+ >è�ß à è , and therefore �)��, á.- . Then,
from the relation è/�1032� �4�. 5�1032� ß à  ãå è6!7�/0�2� we obtain that �10�2� ���8, å ,
and so å�ç%Ú � .

Let us now prove that there is � à ç�Û such that
� ÝÏÞ9� à á~â ä å is disjoint

from Ú . When Ü and Ú are disjoint there is nothing to prove. Hence, let us
consider the case Ü�ë
Ú;:Þ¯ñ . Take � à ç�Ü�ë
Ú and remark that � à6<ç íïîBð�Ú ,
which means that � à ç�ý�þ¦Ú . We distinguish two cases, depending whether
the interior of Ú is empty or not.
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Case 1: =
>@?�ACBDFE . Let G1H�I%=
>@?�A and take JKHML DFNPO HRQ�G/H . Assume that
there exists SUTFV such that JKH�W�S	XYIZA . Then,O H[W]\^ S	X D \^ G/H[W]\^`_ J�H�W�S	XbaUIc=d>e?fAbg
Since O HhW \^ S	XYI%i , we get the contradiction ikjl=
>e?mA;BD9E .

Case 2: =
>e?mA D*E . Without loss of generality, we (may) assume thatVnIZA . For every o%I%p'q , the setAhrnL D XsWto _ A9QuXva
is closed and has an empty interior (remark that A \ D A ). As w is of
second Baire category, it follows that the countable union of closed sets
with empty interior x r�y�zf{ Ahr is a proper subset of w . Accordingly, there
is some element JKHbI%w such that J�H}|I�Ahr for every oZI~p q , which means
that the open half-line ��L D XkWt� q� _ JKHhQuXba does not meet the set A .

To the end of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that ��j�A BD�E , that
is J�HMWY�3X I�A for some �7T�V . Then, on one hand, because V�I�A ,� L D \\ ��� _ JKH�W���XvaRIZA�� and on the other hand � D XtW \\ ��� _ JKH�Q�XbaRIZ� .
This contradicts the fact that A and � are disjoint, and therefore we have
proved that �Fj�A D�E .

(b) � (a). Let X�I�A.� , ��Xn� D�� , such that ��L D JKHUW9� � X does not
meet A for some J H Iuw . As noticed above, X is an asymptotic direction
when =
>e?�A DFE . So, assume that =
>@?fA;BD�E . Without loss of generality, we
(may) assume that V�Ic=d>e?fA . Set� L D��`� I _ Ve� ��� L _ � J�HhWu� � Xva�j�=
>@?�A DFE@  g
Then,

� D¡�`� I _ V@� ��� L � J H |I _ =
>e?mA#aRQY� � X   � and obviously S is a
closed subset of ¢£V@� ��� which does not contain V . Let � HnL D7¤¦¥ > � I _ V@� ���
and take O H¦L D�� H�JKH and i§L D�O H'WF� � X . Because � H8I � we have thatisj%=
>e?mA D¨E . Consider a sequence _ � r@a
r�y�z { in _ V@� � H�a converging to � H .
By the choice of � H note that_ � r©J�H�Wu� � Xva�j�=d>e?�A�BD�E ª o�I%p q g
Therefore, for every o]T � there exists S	r5T�V such that � r`J�HMW�S�rPX¡I=
>@?fA . Fixing some «8T¬V , as X�I�A.� we have that � r`J�HUW5S�r X�I�A forS�r L D «®W�S)rbW���J�H¯� . It follows that°`±�² _ is³´«�µ·¶#��A¸aº¹C� _ � H�JKH�W�S r Xba�Q _ � r`J�H�W�S r Xba�� D _ � HUQ � rea���J�H¯��g
Since the last term goes to V , this yields °`±�² _ is³'«�µ�¶n��A#a D V , and so i is
an asymptote of A . »

Note that the implication (b) � (a) of the preceding lemma is proved in
[7, Prop. 2.4.1] when w is finite dimensional. Moreover, we used the fact
that w is complete only for (a) � (b) in the case =
>e?�A DFE .
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2.2. Two necessary conditions. The first condition preventing the non-
constant real-valued convex and continuous function ¼ from attaining its
infimum on every nonempty closed and convex subset of ½ states that at
least one of the level sets ¾[¿ of ¼ with À Á�ÂÄÃeÅÇÆÈ¼ and

¾ ¿�ÉFÊPË�Ì ½ÎÍ@¼MÏ Ë�ÐRÑ ÀYÒeÓ
has asymptotes.

Lemma 2. Let ½ be a Banach space and let ¼�Ím½ Ô Õ be a continuous
convex function. If one of the nonempty level sets of ¼ has an asymptote,
then there is a two-dimensional nonempty closed convex subset of ½ on
which the function ¼ does not attain its infimum.

Proof of Lemma 2: Suppose that, for some À Ì Õ , the level set ¾ ¿ of¼ has asymptotes, and let Ö Ì ¾Ø× be an asymptotic direction of ¾ ¿ ; of
course, Ù�ÖnÙ É¬Ú . From Lemma 1 it follows that there is Û�Ü Ì ½ such that
the half-line Ý]Í É Û Ü�Þ Õ¸ß�Ö does not meet ¾h¿ . Without loss of generality,
we (may) assume that à Ì ¾ ¿ . Defineá ÉYÊ`â8Ìuã à@Ó Ú�ä ÍÈÏ â Û�Ü Þ Õ ß Ö Ð�å ¾ ¿çæÉ�è ÒeÓ
and put é}Í É9ê)ë�ì á Ìtã à@Ó Ú�ä . We claim that ã à@Óíé ÐUî á . Indeed, if à Ñ�âlï é ,
then there exists ð Ì á with â�ï ð Ñ é . Then ð�ÛKÜ Þsñ Ö Ì ¾ ¿ for someñ ÁFà . Since à Ì ¾ ¿ , we obtain thatâð Ïòð�Û�Ü Þ�ñ Ö Ð�ÉYâ ÛKÜ Þ â ñð Ö Ì ¾ ¿8ó
This proves that â8Ì á . If é É7Ú define ÛõôÜ Í É9ö Û�Ü andá ô Í ÉYÊ`â8Ìuã à@Ó Ú�ä Í'Ï â Û ôÜ Þ Õ ß Ö Ð�å ¾ ¿*æÉFè Ò ó
As above we obtain that

á ô is an interval and é©ôbÍ É*ê�ë�ì á ô Ñ ÷ø because÷øúùÌ á ô . So, replacing if necessary Û Ü by ö Û Ü , we (may) assume that é ïFÚ .
Observe that ÛKÜ and Ö are linearly independent (otherwise Û�Ü É ðûÖ for

some ð Ì Õ ; then we get the contradictionÊÊ Û Ü É à Þ ð�Ö Ì ¾ å Ý ).
Consider the set

(1) üçÍ É ýhþ Û�Ü Þtÿ ÖYÍ.é ï þ Ñ Ú Ó ÿ Á Ú � þþ � é
� ó

A straightforward calculation shows that ü is a closed convex subset of ½
which obviously contains Ý . Moreover, from the definition of

á
and é we

deduce that ü and ¾ ¿ are disjoint.

Accordingly, ¼MÏ Ë�Ð�� À � ËúÌ ü�Ó
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and in order to prove Lemma 2 let us defineÊ a sequence ���
	���	���������
such that �����

	���� � �!��	��#"%$'&
To this respect, because ()"+*-,/.10 , there are sequences ��2 	 � 	34� �5�+0

converging to ( and �!6
	��!	34�7�8�:9<; such that 2=	?>A@#BC6�	?DFEHG#I for everyJ E)K�L . Let MN	POQ" �PR�S/T 63	/U J BWVXU��YV[Z\(]�N^/_a` ; of course, Mb	dc e . SinceD%E G �I and MY	gfh63	 , we have thati 	gOQ"'2=	?>A@jBCMY	?D%E G#I k J ElK L &
Let m 	nOo" V�Zp(V[Zp2=	 Z VMY	 U J EqK L &
Obviously, the sequence � m 	��!	34��� converges to V . Because 2r	ts%(Pu:V we
have m 	nu%�NV�Zp(]�Yv��NVwZp2a	���u%VX&
On the other hand, we have that

M 	 f:V3v��YV[Zp(]��f%�YV[Zp2 	 �Nv��NVwZp(]�bU
and so

m 	 fyx . Therefore

m 	 E{z|x]U�V�� for every J . Consider

��	�Oo" m 	 i 	wB'�YV�Z m 	]�}>A@�"W2�~	 >4@jB{6]~	 D5U
where 2 ~	 OQ"�V�Z

m 	/�NVwZC2=	�� and 6 ~	 OQ"
m 	]MN	 . A simple verification shows

that 2 ~	y� ( and 6 ~	 "��NV�ZW2 ~	 �Yv���2 ~	 ZW(]� . Therefore ��	yE�� for everyJ ElK L . But the relation

$ u � �!� 	 ��s
m 	 � � i 	 ��By�YV�Z

m 	 � � �!> @ �8s
m 	 $ B'�YV�Z m 	 � � �!> @ �

holds for every J ElK�L , and taking into account that the sequence � m 	]��	�����
converges to V , and passing to the limit we obtain that

����� 	���� � �!��	��#"h$ .
Therefore

���]�N� 4� � � i ��"%$ , infimum which is not attained. �
In order to state the second condition ensuring the existence of at least

one nonempty closed and convex set on which the function � does not attain
its infimum (Lemma 5), we recall the concept of well-positioned convex set,
introduced recently by Adly et al. ([1]).

Definition 2. A nonempty subset G of a normed vector space � is well-
positioned if thereÊ exist i @[E�� and �PEl�lL such that:� �7U i Z i @4��fF� i Z i @X�3U k i E G1&
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It follows directly from the definition that when � is well-positioned,
the sets �d�%��� and � are well-positioned for every �h�W� , �'�%� and���� ���h� .

The following geometric result will be useful in the proof of the Lemma
3 and also in the next section.
Theorem [2, Theorem 4.2]. Let � be a reflexive Banach space, and �: y�
be a nonempty closed convex set which contains no lines. Then � is not
well-positioned if and only if �\¡t¢ is unbounded and linearly bounded for
some closed linear manifold ¢ of � .

Lemma 3. Let � be a nonempty closed convex subset of � , and assume
that � does not contain lines and is not well-positioned. Then there is a
closed linear manifold £ of � disjoint from � such that ¤�¥3¦�§¨£P©ª�<« �y¬ .

Proof of Lemma 3: It follows from [2, Theorem 4.2] (recalled above)
that there is a closed linear manifold ¢ of � , such that �%¡q¢ is a closed
convex linearly bounded and unbounded set. Accordingly (see the proof of
[2, Theorem 2.2]), there is P���¯® such that

(2) °-±/¦²4³3´¶µ�·�¸ 7©a��¹ �»º ¥3¼�½ ¸ 7©a��¹8¾ º ¿ �P� �\¡À¢�Á
The closed linear manifold £ defined by£ÃÂ �WÄ �P� ¢pÂ ¸ 7©a��¹ �:º�Å

will be a good candidate for doing the job (remark that £ is nonempty as is not constant, thus surjective, on ¢ ). Relation (2) implies, on one hand,
that £Æ¡l� � � , and on the other hand that there is a sequence §!�ÈÇ�«!Ç ³4É�Ê ��)¡n¢ with º5Ë ¸ 7©a�/ÇÌ¹ for every Í¯�ÏÎ�® and such that Ð�Ñ�ÒÓÇ�Ô�Õ ¸ 7©a�/Ç�¹ �Öº .
IfÊ ×g§¨¢#« denoteÊ the linear subspace of � parallel to ¢ , as  is not constant
on ¢ , we can find Ø�Ù[� ×n§-¢#« such that ¸ 7©aØ�Ù4¹ �:º .

Accordingly, for every Íp�pÎ�® , the element Ú
ÇPÂ � �/Ç��W§ º�Û ¸ 7©a�/Ç�¹Y«-Ø3Ù
belongs to ¢ ; moreover, ¸ 7©aÚ
Ç]¹ �:º , and so Ú�Ç is an element of £ . Hence¤�¥�¦�§-£P©ª�Ü«ÞÝàßrÚ Ç Û � Ç ß � § º�Û ¸ 7©a� Ç ¹Y«4ßrØ Ù ß ¿ Í��lÎ ®4á
as Ð�Ñ�ÒÜÇ�Ô�Õ ¸ 7©a�/ÇÌ¹ �%º , it follows that ¤�¥3¦�§¨£P©ª�<« �W¬ . â
Lemma 4. Let � be a proper closed and convex subset of a normed linear
space � , and ã:�l� such that ßrã�ß ��º . If the line �ÈÙ#�p�<ã lies within �
for some �/Ùw�)� , then ã is an asymptotic direction of � .

Proof of Lemma 4: As both ã and Û ã belong to � Õä , for every non-null
linear function åq� æ5§¨�<« (such a å exists since � is a proper subset of � )
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we simultaneously have ç-èêéaë�ì<íÆî and ç�èïé�ð�ë�ìÜíÆî , that is ç!èêéaë�ìÜñòî .
Obviously, for every óAôwõÀö such thatç-èêéaó4ôªì�÷ ø¨ù/úû4üAýÌþ ç-èêéaÿ�ì�é
the half-line ���oñÖó ô������ ë and 	 are disjoint. Thus (see Lemma 1) ë is
an asymptotic direction of 	 . 


We now state the second condition ensuring the existence of at least one
nonempty closed and convex set on which the function � does not attain its
infimum.

Lemma 5. Let � be a non-constant real-valued convex and continuous
function, and suppose that one of its nonempty level sets is not well-posi-
tioned. Then, there is either a closed linear manifold, or a two-dimensional
closed convex subset of ö on which the function � does not attain its infi-
mum.

Proof of Lemma 5: Let 	�� be a non well-positioned nonempty level set
of � . When the closed and convex set 	� contains at least a line, we apply
Lemma 4 to deduce that the set 	�� admits at least an asymptote, and then
Lemma 2 to prove that there is a two-dimensional closed convex set on
which � does not attains its infimum.

In the case when the level set 	 � does not contains lines, the closed linear
manifold on which the function � does not attain its infimum is the closed
linear manifold � obtained by setting 	� for 	 in the proof of Lemma 3.
Indeed, in this case ����	 � ñ�� , so���!ÿ��#÷�� �<ÿdõ��Pé
and the conclusion of Lemma 5 will follow, in the same way to the proof of
Lemma 2, by defining a sequence ����� �!� ü#"%$'& � such that (�)�*+�-,/.������0�1� ñ� .

As 2 is not constant on 3 , there is �
ôlõ�3 such that ç427é5�
ô4ìtñ76 . Set�8�9�Qñ;:<��ÿ=� � �?>5ð@:<�<�A��ô , where ÿ=� was defined in Lemma 3 and :!�B�Qñ��65ðyç427éaÿ=��ìC�?DFE ; the choice of ÿG� shows that îIH@:<�JHK> for every L õ9MON ,
and that the sequenceÊ �P:<� �!� ü#" $ tends to > . As a convex combination ofÿ=� and ��ô , both in 3 , the element �Q� belongs to 3 for L õKM N . Becauseç427éC�0��ì�ñ�> , we have that �!�Q�1�!� ü#"�$/& � . Ê Taking into account that ÿR�Põ	 � , the convexity of � yields� H@�����0� �#íS:<� ����ÿ=�T� � �?>[ðU:<� �?���!��ôV�8íS:<� � � �?>�ðU:<� �W������ô-�
for every Lyõ�MON . Since the sequence �P: � �!� ü#" $ converges to > we obtain
that (X)�*+�-,/.������0� �jñY� . The proof of Lemma 5 is thus complete. 
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3. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF SLICE-CONTINUOUS SETS

By virtue of Lemmata 2 and 5 it follows that if the function Z attains
its infimum on every nonempty closed convex set, then all its level sets are
well-positioned (Lemma 5) and have no asymptotes (Lemma 2).

The object of this section is to explore the relations between the well-
positioned closed convex sets with no asymptotes and the continuity of their
support function. Let us extend (in Definition 3) the Definition 1 from lines
to closed linear manifolds, and clarify (in Definition 4) the notion of conti-
nuity with respect to a closed linear manifold.

Definition 3. Let [ be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a normed
vector space \ . We say that the closed linear manifold ] of \ is an as-
ymptotic linear manifold of [ if ^1_0`baP]dce-fhg+ij[lk'm�n for every elo�n , and]�prqts<u�[Smwv .

Note that an asymptotic linear manifold of finite dimension must neces-
sarily contain at least one asymptote (in the sense of Definition 1), but that
an infinite dimensional closed linear manifold of \ may be an asymptotic
linear manifold even in the absence of any asymptote. Remark also that
a line is an asymptotic (one-dimensional) linear manifold for a closed and
convex set if and only if one of its half-lines is an asymptote.

Definition 4. Let ] be a closed linear manifold of a normed linear space\ and let xyaP]zk denote the closed subspace of \ parallel to ] . We say that
a nonempty closed convex subset [ of \ is continuous with respect to ] if[S{}|G~ is a continuous subset of the normed vector space x+aP]zk for some| ~�� ] .

We can now define the central notion of this study. It corresponds to
the class of those closed convex subsets of \ which satisfies neither the
hypothesis of Lemma 2, nor those of Lemma 5.

Definition 5. We say that a nonempty closed convex subset [ of a normed
vector space \ is slice-continuous if [�p�] is continuous with respect to ]
for every closed linear manifold ] which meets [ .

Proposition 1. Let [ be a nonempty proper closed convex subset of \ . The
following statements are equivalent:

(a) [ is slice-continuous;
(b) [ is continuous and has no asymptotes;
(c) [ has no asymptotic linear manifolds;
(d) [ is well-positioned and admits no asymptotes;
(e) for every closed linear manifold ] which meets [ , the barrier cone of[Up�] is the union between x+aA]zk5� and a nonempty norm-open set.
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Remark 2. According to (b), and similarly to the class of continuous closed
convex sets in ��� , we deduce that the class of slice-continuous closed con-
vex sets is characterized by both the absence of boundary lines and asymp-
totes, and the continuity (except maybe at � ), of their support functional.
As a consequence, it follows that in � � the classes of slice-continuous and
of continuous closed convex sets coincide.

Remark 3. The equivalence between (a) and (c) together with Definition 5
highlights the difference between finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensio-
nal reflexive Banach spaces. Indeed, from (c) it follows that slice-conti-
nuous sets must disallow not only (half-line) asymptotes, as in �y� , but also
asymptotic linear manifolds of any dimension. The mere definition of slice-
continuous sets implies that not only the support function of � must be
requested to be continuous (except at � ), but also that the support functions
of all nonempty linear slices �U��� must be continuous except on �y�P�z��� .

Every unbounded linearly bounded closed and convex set is not well-
positioned, and thus, although it admits no asymptotes, cannot be a slice-
continuous set. Taking the closed convex set � defined by

�����������Y�����V�C�R�j�-�X���������#���������� ��  ¡¢¤£ �¦¥ � ¢ ¥<§©¨ ���0ªl�
we have that � ¡ ����«G¬0�V� ®�P�l�'�@¯Q�1°²±�¯-³r���#����³<�/´��T°
and µ�¶<·%�¹¸�»º , where ¬8�����¼�?½Q�C� �#�-�-�����¾�#� (and similarly ¬ � ). It follows
that ¿%À is continuous on �-�OÁ®¯Q�T° and ¬8� is an asymptotic direction of � ,
which means that � is a continuous set with asymptotes.

We may thus conclude that, in infinite dimensional reflexive Banach
spaces, the class of slice-continuous sets is a proper subset of both the
classes of closed convex sets without asymptotes, and of continuous closed
convex sets.

Proof of Proposition 1: As when Â is one-dimensional, every proper
closed convex set obviously fulfills all the statements of Proposition 1, we
assume that Ã Ä�Å�Â � Æ (we need this assumption in order to construct
two-dimensional linear manifolds of Â ).

Step 1 [(d) Ç (e)]: (d) È (e). Consider � to be a well-positioned set
without asymptotes, and � a closed linear manifold such that the intersec-
tion �U��� is nonempty. We prove that

(3) ®�P�����z�z�S�+�A�z� � ±rµ�¶ ·=®�A�U�É���5�
As the inclusion “ Ê ” is obvious, let us prove the converse one. Assume that
there is some Ë in ®�P�d�®��� which is not in �Ì�P�z�5��±Íµ�¶ ·F®�P�d�®��� . Because
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is well-positioned, the norm-interior of the convex set Ñ®Ò Î�ÏÓÐzÔ

is
nonempty. Hence, there exists some ÕSÖ�×9ØAØ of norm Ù such thatÚ�Û�Ü ÕÞÝß Ú�àbÜ Õ²Ý á à Ö�Ñ®Ò ÎâÏ�ÐzÔCã
Because × is reflexive we (may) consider that ÕSÖ�× . The set Ñ®Ò Î9ÏJÐzÔ

is
a cone, thus ÚAÛ�Ü ÕÞÝß�ä+ß Ú�àbÜ Õ²Ý á à Ö�Ñ®Ò Î�Ï�ÐzÔCã
Accordingly, ÕSÖæåçÑ®Ò Î�Ï�ÐzÔ�èêé�ë Ò Î�Ï�Ð�Ôtì©ëYÎ®ìUÏ�í Ò ÐzÔCã

Finally, remark that the half-line î»ï ëYð0ñ�ò�ó�ô Õ is disjoint from
ÎUÏ�Ð

for every
ðõñ Ö Ð

such that Ú!Û�Ü ð-ñ Ýö ÷Aø=ùú-ûõü=ý8þ ÚAÛ�ÜCÿ Ý
(such an element

ðõñ
exists because

Û Ö�Ñ®Ò Î�Ï�ÐzÔ
and

Û��Ö í Ò ÐzÔ�� ), and
thus, because î � Ð

, î is disjoint from
Î

. From Lemma 1 it follows
that Õ is an asymptotic direction for

Î
, contradicting thus assumption (d).

Therefore, relation (3) holds. As ���	�<Ñ®Ò ÎâÏÉÐ�Ô
is nonempty, the conclusion

follows.

(e) 
 (d) Let
Î

be a nonempty closed and convex set fulfilling (e). With-
out loss of generality we (may) suppose that ä�Ö Î

. Put
Ð�ë × in (e), to

deduce that Ñ®Ò Î�Ô��� ä�� is a nonempty norm-open set. Accordingly, the
norm-interior of the barrier cone of

Î
is nonempty, and thus (see Proposi-

tion 2.1 from [1])
Î

is well-positioned.

It remains to prove that
Î

does not admit asymptotes. In order to obtain a
contradiction, suppose that ÕSÖ�× with �VÕ�� ë Ù an asymptotic direction ofÎ

. From Lemma 1 it follows that ÕSÖ Î ì
and the half-line î�ï ë}ðõñ=ò ó ô Õ

and
Î

are disjoint, for some
ð0ñ Ö�× . Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2, we

have that
ð ñ

and Õ are linearly independent. Consider the two-dimensional
linear manifold (in fact linear space)Ð ï ë���=ð-ñ�ò�� ÕSï � Ü � Ö ó ���
hence

í Ò ÐzÔzë�Ð
. Note that necessarily,

(4)
ÎUÏ�Ð � ��=ðõñ�ò�� ÕKï � Ü � Ö ó Ü ��� Ù�� ã

Indeed, if the inclusion (4) fails, then
ÿ ï ë��=ð0ñ8ò�� ÕSÖ Î

for some
� Ü � Ö ó

,� öSÙ . It follows that
ÿ�� ï ë��=ð ñ ò � � ÕSÖ Î

, where
� � ï ë"!$#&% Ò � Ü ä Ô . Becauseä+Ö Î

, we get the contradiction
�('*) ÿ � ë�ð-ñ�ò+�,'*)-� � ÕSÖ Î�Ï î .

Because
ðõñ �Ö ó Õ , there is

à Ö�× Ø such that
ÚAàbÜ Õ²Ý ë ä and

Ú�àbÜ ðõñ Ý ë Ù .
Taking into account (4), we have that

Ú!àhÜ5ÿ Ý � Ù for every
ÿ Ö ÎIÏ�Ð

. HenceÕ ÖBÒ Î�Ï�ÐzÔ ì ë Ò Ñ®Ò Î�Ï�ÐzÔ?Ô é
and

à Ö Ñ®Ò ÎUÏÉÐ�Ô.��Ð��
. According to our
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hypothesis we obtain that /10�243�5�687:9�;=<?> . It follows that /A@"BDC.EGFIH687:9J;K<?> for some BML"N . Because OP0Q7R687:9J;K<?>S>UT , we have thatB�VXW(Y�O Z\[]V�/^@�B_W(Y�O Z\`�N abWI0KC E FcY
whence the contradiction BA`PN . The proof of the equivalence (d) d (e) is
thus complete.

Step 2 [(e) d (a)]: (e) e (a). Let < be a closed linear manifold such
that 9";f<hg[�i , and j�kb0l< . By our hypothesis, we have that 687:9J;K<?>G[m 7U<�>-npoIq with q a nonempty open set. It follows that q�H"2�3	5r687:9l;$<?> ,
and so 2�3	5r687:91;f<?>Mg[si and 687U91;t<?>G[ m 7U<?> n ou2�3	5*687U91;f<?> , that is
(3) holds.

The restriction operator vxw&yxzc{}|x~ m 7U<?>U| defined for every �t0K{�| asVUvxw&y�7���>�Y�j�Z?[PVU��Y�j�Z a.j$0 m 7:<?>�Y
is a linear, continuous and surjective operator between two Banach spaces.
Accordingly, 2�3�5�7�v�w�y��*��7���>S>�[�v�w&y��*��7�2�3�5�7���>->�Y
for every subset � of

m 7:<?> | .
If 6x��7:9l;I<$�fj k > is the barrier cone of 7U9l;A<$�tj k > viewed as a subset

of the reflexive Banach space
m 7:<?> , we observe that687:9J;K<?>?[�vxw&y �*� 7�6 � 7:9J;f<f�+j*k�>->

and we deduce that2�3�5*687:9J;K<?>?[�v�w�y �*� 7�243�5�6 � 7U91;f<f�+j*k�>S>��
Thus, relation (3) implies that

(5) 6 � 7U9";K<f�+j*k�>�[h��N���ou243�5�6 � 7:9";K<��+j*kD>��
Observe that in a Banach space � , every lower semicontinuous convex

function �Jz���~ ��ot��@8�"��Y is (norm) continuous at jl0�� if and only
if j is in the set 7:�P���¡ c¢��£>�of2�3�5�7��¡ �¢���> . Applying this remark to the
support function ¤ �¥*¦ � ��§�¨ z m 7:<?>U|=~ �©o+��@��"� of the closed convex
subset 7:9f;�<ª�uj�k&> of

m 7U<�> , we deduce that ¤ �¥*¦ � ��§�¨ is (norm) continuous
on «]z¬[P7 m 7U<�>4|��6 � 7:9+;$<$�tj*kD>S>�oI2�3	5�6 � 7U9+;A<u�=j*k�> . But, by (5), we
have that«P[�® m 7U<�> | �¯7:��N��¡o°2�3	5*6 � 7U9";K<��+j�kD>->U±xo$2�3	5�6 � 7:91;u<t�+j*k�>
and thus «³² m 7:<?>U|´�b��N�� . Therefore, ¤ �¥*¦ � ��§�¨ is continuous on

m 7U<?>:|����N�� .
(a) e (e). 9 being a proper (closed and convex) its barrier cone 687:9M> is

nonempty. Moreover, 687:9M>D����N��8[�¤ �r�¥ 7���>_�,��N�� , and applying assumption
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(a) to µ³¶¸· , we deduce that ¹8º:»M¼?½�¾�¿�À is an open set, and thereforeÁ�Â	Ã ¹8º:»M¼ is nonempty. Let µ be a closed linear manifold such that »QÄ^µ�Å¶Æ
. Clearly the inclusion

Á�Â	Ã ¹8º:»M¼?Ç Á�Â�Ã ¹8º:»AÄ8µ?¼�È yields
Á�Â	Ã ¹8º:»$Ä8µ?¼bÅ¶ Æ .

Accordingly, in order to prove (e), it is sufficient to show that (3) holds. As
the inclusion É in (3) is obvious, let us prove the converse one. For this
consider Ê+ËÌ¹8ºU»"Ä=µ?¼ . The case ÊÌË"Í�ºUµ?¼�Î being obvious, let suppose
that Ê1ÏË=Í�º:µ?¼ Î . Then, by our hypothesis, Ð£ÑÒ*Ó Ñ�Ô�Õ�Ö is continuous at ×xØ&Ù�º�Ê�¼ ,
and so ×�Ø�Ù�º�Ê�¼\Ë Á�Â�Ã ¹ Ñ ºU»1ÄuµtÚlÛ*ÜD¼ . AsÁ4Â�Ã ¹8ºU»ÌÄfµ?¼?¶ Ô*Ý×�Ø&Ù�º Á�Â�Ã ¹ Ñ º:»"ÄuµfÚ+Û*Ü�¼-¼�È
it follows that (3) holds, and the proof of the equivalence (a) Þ (e) from
Proposition 1 is complete.

Step 3 [(c) Þ (d)]: (d) ß (c). Let » be a well-positioned closed convex
set without asymptotes, and suppose that there is an asymptotic linear man-
ifold µ of » . Thus there are sequences º�Û�à�¼�à&áDâ�ã8Çäµ and º�å�à	¼�à�á_â,ã Ç�»
such that æ�Û�à�æ^ç è and æ�Û*àpÚ�å�à�æ^ç ¿ . Accordingly, æ�å�à�æ^ç è andæ�å à æDÏ*æ�Û à æ¡ç é .

As » is well-positioned, there is Û�ÜêË · and ë Ë ·fì such thatí ë�È�Û�Ú+Û*ÜDî\ïðæ�ÛªÚ+Û�Ü�æ for every ÛKË=» . Thusñ ë(È å&àæ�å à æ Ú Û*Üæ�å à æ�ò ï�óóóó
å�àæ�å à æ Ú Û�Üæ�å à æ óóóó ï]éxÚ

æ�Û*Ücææ�å à æ È
whence

í ë�È�ôbîäï é for every weak cluster point ô of the sequenceº�å&à�Ïræ�å�à(æD¼�à&áDâ�ã . As · is reflexive, by virtue of the previous inequality we
can choose ôäÅ¶]¿ . On one hand, as æ�åcà�æ8ç è , we deduce that ôðËÌ»8õ .
On the other hand, since æ�Û�à¡Útå&à,æ�çö¿ , then ôPË=Í�º:µ?¼ , as a weak cluster
point of the sequence º�Û à Ï*æ�Û à æD¼ à&áDâ ã . Let ÷ Ü Ëlµ and set øðù¬¶P÷ Ü�ú�ûpü ô .
If ø and » are disjoint, Lemma 1 implies that ôbÏ*æ�ô�æ is an asymptotic di-
rection for » ; when ø meets » , then ø is obviously an asymptote of » . In
both cases, we obtain a contradiction with condition (d) which states that »
has no asymptotes.

(c) ß (d). Let » be a closed and convex subset of · which has no as-
ymptotic linear manifolds. Obviously, » has no asymptotes, as the support
line of any asymptote is an asymptotic (one-dimensional) linear manifold
of » . In order to prove that » is well-positioned, let us first remark that» contains no lines. Indeed, from Lemma 4 it follows that any closed and
convex set containing a line admits asymptotes, and thus asymptotic linear
manifolds. Finally, for the closed convex set » , which contains no lines and
is not well-positioned, we may apply Lemma 3 to deduce the existence of
a closed linear manifold ý of · disjoint from » such that þ ÿ � º:ý°È�»p¼�¶�¿ .
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As �������
	 is a bounded closed and convex set disjoint from � and � is
reflexive, it follows that ����
����������	���������� for every �! �� , and thus
"�#�$���&%'�(�$	)�����+*,� for every �� -� .

In conclusion, if � contains a line, it has an asymptote, and thus an as-
ymptotic (one-dimensional) linear manifold, while if � does not contain
lines but it is not well-positioned, then � admits the asymptotic (infinite-
dimensional) linear manifold � . Accordingly, any closed convex set with-
out asymptotic linear manifolds is well-positioned.

Step 4 [(b) . (d)]: (d) / (b). Let � be a closed convex well-positioned
set with no asymptotes ; in order to prove that � fulfills (b) it is sufficient
to remark that, from the implication (a) / (d) it follows that the support
functional of � is continuous on �102%435�"6 .

(b) / (d). Assume that � fulfills (b). Then its support functional is
continuous on �10
%735�"6 and finite on 8����9� , and this yields that 8��:�9�;%735�<6
is an open subset of �10 . As � is a nonempty proper closed and convex
subset of � , its barrier cone 8��:�)� contains at least one non-null element;
hence =?>A@B8��:�)�DC*FE . By virtue of Proposition 2.1 from [1] it follows that �
is well-positioned; from (b) we also observe that � has no asymptotes, so
� satisfies (d). G

An important step in proving the main result of this section is the follow-
ing topological property of slice-continuous closed convex sets.

Proposition 2. Any two disjoint closed and convex nonempty subsets from
a reflexive Banach space may be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane
provided that at least one of them is slice-continuous.

Proof of Proposition 2: Let �IH and �KJ be two disjoint closed and convex
nonempty subsets from the reflexive Banach space � , and suppose that �LH
is slice-continuous. Let us first prove that �NMH ����MJ *�35�<6 .

On the contrary, let us suppose that there is OQPR� MH �L� MJ such thatS O S *UT . Pick V�WXPY�KJ ; as OZPY� MJ , it follows that [Z\]*,V�W_^a`9bBOZc��KJ .
Since � H and � J are disjoint, we deduce that the closed half-line [ does
not meet �dH , while OePL� MH . Accordingly, O is an asymptotic direction of
�dH . Taking into account that �DH is a slice-continuous set, this contradicts
the equivalence (a) . (b) from Proposition 1. Hence, � MH �!� MJ *�35�"6 .

Proposition 2 follows now as a consequence of the equivalence (a) .
(d) in Proposition 1 and of Theorem 5.1 in [2], which states that any two
nonempty closed and convex disjoint sets with no common recession half-
line may be strictly separated provided that one of them is well-positioned.

G
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4. THE MAIN RESULT

We can now characterize all the non-constant, real-valued, convex and
continuous functions attaining their infimum on every closed convex subset
of f . This characterization is given in terms of level sets.

Theorem 1. Let gih+f j k be a non-constant, convex and continuous
function which attains its infimum on a reflexive Banach space f . Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(a) g attains its infimum on each nonempty closed convex subset of f ;
(b) every nonempty level set of g is a slice-continuous set.

Proof of Theorem 1: The implication (a) l (b) follows immediately from
Lemmata 2 and 5, and from the equivalence (a) m (d) from Proposition 1.

(b) l (a) Assume that every nonempty level set of g is a slice-continuous
set. Consider n opf a nonempty closed convex set. Without loss of
generality, we (may) assume that qsrtn . Set uvhxwzy|{A}�~(���!g . If u�w�gD��q<�
there is nothing to prove. So, let u���gD��q<� and assume that ��������y�{ � g-w�

, that is n����_�zw � . Because u��&y|{A}�g and g attains its infimum on f ,
the set �+� is nonempty. As n and �K� are two closed, convex and disjoint
sets, and as �_� is a slice-continuous set, Proposition 2 implies that there
are �!r!f�� , ����� � w�� , and �Kr�k , such that

(6)  ?�
¡£¢N¤K¥-�7¥� ��¦¡�§¨¤ ©ª¢�r«� � ¡¦©ª§¬rtn®
Consequently, � is a non-null element of the barrier cone of the slice-
continuous set � � . Using Definition 5 for ¯Ywzf , we obtain

° �:�+�K�_w²±5q<³D´�µ¶{B· ° �:�+�7��¡
and thus �¸r,µ?{B· ° �:�+�7� . Since �:��¹� �¶ºsw¼»�½ ° ���+�I� (by the Bipolar The-
orem) and µ?{A· ° �:�_�K��¾w �

, by a classical result on convex sets, we obtain
that

µ?{B· ° �:�+�7�+w,µ?{B·��:� ¹� � º 
Because � ¹� wp� ¹¿AÀÂÁ�Ã , �erÄµ?{B·(��� ¹¿AÀÂÁ�Ã � º ; using a classical result (see for
instance Lemma 2.1 from [1]), there are Å�¡ÇÆ�r�k with Æ�È&q such that

 ?�
¡£¢N¤K¥�Å&ÉYÆ+��¢2�#¡ ©)¢Êrt� ¿AÀËÁ�Ã 
From this relation and (6) we obtain that

�K¥�ÅzÉYÆ_��¢2�#¡ ©)¢®r«� ¿AÀ ~£Ì Ã �!n®
Accordingly, � ¿AÀÂÁÇÃ �dn is bounded; being also closed and convex, � ¿AÀËÁ�Ã �dn
is weakly compact. Therefore there exists some Í¢!r«� ¿AÀÂÁ�Ã ��n such that

gD��Í¢N�+w-y|{B}�±"gD��¢N�+hB¢Êr«� ¿AÀÂÁ�Ã �!n�³)w-y|{A}Î g&w¸u1¡
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a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 1 is therefore complete. Ï
4.1. Characterization of slice-continuous functions. The next proposi-
tion shows that the condition requesting that all the level sets of a function
are slice-continuous sets may be relaxed to only two of the level sets.
Proposition 3. Let Ð be a normed vector space and ÑÓÒ7Ð Ô Õ be a
proper lower semicontinuous convex function and Ö�×DØ&Ù|ÚBÛÇÜ�Ñ . Then

(a) Ý�Þ_ß�à�áZâ²ã5äÊå�ÐQÒæÑ á Ý?äNàKçéè"ê for every Ö9å�Õ with Þ_ß)ëâ,ì , where
Þ+ßDÒxâ,ã5íÊå!ÐÓÒªÑ)Ý?íNàKç-Ö�ê ;

(b) î�Ý:Þ+ß£à+â-î�Ý:Þ+ßðï£à for every Ö9å�Õ with Ö9ØzÙ|ÚAÛñÑ ;
(c) If Þ+ßòï is well-positioned, then Þ_ß is well-positioned for every ÖÊåzÕ

with Þ+ß9ëâ¸ì ;
(d) If óôåYÐ is an asymptotic direction of Þ_ßòï , then ó is an asymptotic

direction of Þ ß for every Ö9å�Õ with Þ ß ëâFì ;
(e) If Ð is reflexive and Þ_ßòï is a slice-continuous set, then ÞKß is a slice-

continuous set for every Ö9Ø&Ù|ÚBÛNÑ .

Proof of Proposition 3: The assertion (a) is well-known. Before studying
the other assertions, let us recall that for Ñ)Ý?íõ×�à7öFÖ�÷dözÖ(ø4ö,ù one has

(7) Þ+ß�úKûéÞ+ßòüDû Ö(ø2ý&Ñ)Ý?íæ×(à
Ö�÷þý&Ñ)Ý?íæ×(à Þ+ß:úþý

Ö(ø+ýLÖ�÷
Ö�÷þý&Ñ)Ý�í¨×(à íæ×(ÿ

Taking into account the preceding relation and Proposition 1, only as-
sertion (d) needs an explanation. Let ó be an asymptotic direction of Þ'ßðï
and Ö!åFÕ with Þ_ß�ëâôì . It follows that ��ó��sâ�� and, by (the note after)
Lemma 1, óiå Þ�áßòï . By (a), óiå�Þ�áß . If �¶Ú��õÞ_ßðïsâ�ì , from (7) we have
that �¶Ú��õÞ_ß�â ì , and so ó is an asymptotic direction of ÞKß . Assume that�?Ú��õÞ+ßòï�ëâ�ì . From (7) we obtain that �¶Ú��NÞ_ß�ëâ�ì , except, possibly, when
ÖaâiÙ�ÚAÛñÑ ; in this latter case, as above, we have that ó is an asymptotic
direction of Þ ß . So, let �?Ú�� Þ ß ëâ,ì . Because ó is an asymptotic direction of
Þ+ßòï , again by Lemma 1, there exists �#×Då!Ð such that

Ý	�(×�
LÕ�;ó à����¶Ú��NÞ+ßðïdâ,ìæÿ
Take íæ× å!Ð such that Ñ)Ý?íæ×(à7özÖ�× . If Ö9Ø-Ö�× , set� ßDÒxâ Ö ýLÑ9Ý�í × à

Ö�×Ký&Ñ9Ý�íæ×�à �(×+ý ÖDýLÖ ×
Ö�×Ký&Ñ)Ý?íæ×�à íæ×(ÿ

Taking into account that �#×��åYÝ��?Ú��NÞ+ßðï�àþýLÕ�Bó , we have that� ß��å ÖDý&Ñ)Ý?íæ×�à
Ö × ý&Ñ)Ý?í × à Ý��?Ú��NÞ+ßðï�àþý Ö4ýLÖ�×

Ö × ý Ñ)Ý?í × à í¨×+ýLÕ��æó�ÿ
From (7) we obtain that � ß �åYÝ	�¶Ú��NÞ ß àþýYÕ � ó , or, equivalently,

Ý � ß�
LÕ��Aó à����?Ú��õÞ+ßdâ,ìæÿ
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If ������ , set ��� �"!�#$� . Hence %����'&)(�*�+-,/.10�2�3546�7!�8 . By (the note after)
Lemma 1, we obtain that + is an asymptotic direction of 47� . 9

Note that the assertions (b)–(e) are not valid if �$�:!<;=2�>�? . Indeed, let

?@�A(B�C (ED ?�%	FGDH�I,�!
JKML<N ;">O��PRQ�DQ ;">OF�!S��!RQ�DF BUT � ;">O��VRQ�W

Then ;=2�>YX/Z�?[!�Q and46� ![\�%�F�DU�],6^_(�B��`�baRQ�D6F/B �����]c�D de�`afQ�W
Hence g`%Y4 � ,1!h(jik%ml N DUQ�n and g`%Y4 � ,�!o\�%	Q�DUQA,mc�prqs(ti<%ul N DUQA,sv .
Moreover, %�Q�Dxw�, is an asymptotic direction for 4y� , but %�Q�D$w�, is not an as-
ymptotic direction for 4z� with �V{Q .

In finite dimensions (c) and (e) are true even if � � !|;}2�>5? because a
nonempty closed convex set 4�~R� (with ��;=��� P N ) is well-positioned
if and only if 4`� is pointed (that is 4 does not contain lines). For a counter-
example of (c) and (e) in the case ��;}��� ! N and � � ! ;=2�>�? , take? ��� B C ( , ?�%	F�,���! �f���]���G� ��� F � � for Ft! %	F � DxW$W$W�DUF � DxW$W$W�,�^�� B .
We remark that ;}2�>5? ! Q , 4z�R! \�Q�c is slice-continuous (being well-
positioned and having no asymptotes), but 4 � is unbounded ( �G� � ^�4 � )
and linearly bounded; hence 4 � is not well-positioned (and therefore not
slice-continuous).

Remark 4. On the basis of the previous proposition, we establish that the
level sets of a non-constant real-valued convex and continuous function �
which attains its infimum are slice-continuous if and only if ���m ��¡;}2£¢¤� is
slice-continuous and 4z� is well-positioned for some �V<;=2�> ¢ � .

The following proposition provides a direct characterization of all non-
constant, real-valued convex and continuous slice-continuous functions at-
taining their infimum on � , where by a slice-continuous function we mean
a function for which all the nonempty level sets are slice-continuous.

Proposition 4. Let � be a non-constant, real-valued convex and continu-
ous function which attains its infimum on � . The level sets of � are slice-
continuous sets if and only if the two following conditions hold simultane-
ously:

(i) ��l�¥ is coercive for some ¥)^¤�§¦ ;
(ii) every half-line ¨ of � on which � is bounded from above meets���u ��b;=2�¢¤� .

Proof of Proposition 4: It is well known (see for instance Lemma 5.1 in
[1] followed by Proposition 3.1 from [3]) that condition (i) is equivalent to
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the well-positionedness of the epigraph of © in ª «)¬ . In order to prove
that all the level sets of © are well-positioned if and only if its epigraph is
also well-positioned, let us recall the following analytic characterization of
well-positionedness (Proposition 2.1 in [3]).

Proposition [3, Proposition 2.1]. Let ª be a reflexive Banach space, and¯® ª be a closed convex set which contains no lines. Then


is not well-
positioned if and only if it does not contain sequences °�±³²�´	²�µx¶'· such that¸ ±]² ¸:¹ º

and °�±]²A» ¸ ±]² ¸ ´ weakly converges to ¼ .
As to every sequence °�±I²A´�²�µ$¶'·¾½ 6¿ such that

¸ ±I² ¸�¹ º
and ±]²�» ¸ ±]² ¸�À¼ corresponds the sequence °u°�±/²�Á�Â[´u´�²�µ$¶'· in ÃxÄ]Å�© which satisfies

¸ °�±£²�Á�Â[´ ¸UÆ:Ç$ÈÉ¹º
and °	±I²�Á�Âr´m» ¸ °	±]²�Á�Â[´ ¸UÆ�ÇxÈÉÀ ¼

in ª�«�¬ , it is clear that all the level sets of © are well-positioned whenever
the epigraph of © is well-positioned.

In order to prove the converse implication, suppose that all the level sets
of © are well-positioned, but its epigraph is not.

The function © attains its infimum on ª , and thus is bounded from below,
and none of its level sets contains lines. Accordingly, the epigraph of ©
does not contain lines. From the above Proposition we deduce that there is
a sequence °m°	±I²]ÁUÊU²A´m´	²�µx¶'·�½kÃ$Ä]Å�© such that¸ °�±]²�ÁUÊU²�´ ¸UÆ�Ç$ÈÉ¹ º Á °	±I²�ÁUÊU²�´u» ¸ °	±I²�ÁUÊU²�´ ¸UÆ�Ç$ÈÉÀ ¼�Ë
Accordingly,

¸ ± ² ¸E¹ º
, Ê ² » ¸ ± ² ¸`¹ ¼ and °	± ² » ¸ ± ² ¸ ´ À ¼ in ª . More-

over, since © attains its infimum on ª and its level sets are well-positioned,
we have that ÊÌ² ¹ º

.

Pick Í�Î_ÏÐª and Â ÑÓÒÉÔ�Õ]Ö�¼�Á�©:°	Í�Î$´m× . As ÊU² ¹ º
, it follows thatÊÌ²ØÑfÂ for every Ù§Ú{Ù5Î and some Ù³ÎÛÏ_Ü Ý . TakeÞ ²1ß"à¯°YÂ á<©:°�Í�Î$´m´u»A°�ÊU²`á�©:°	Í�Î$´u´UË

It is obvious that
Þ ²¯Ïo°�¼�Á$â�´ for Ù�Ú Ù³Î and

Þ ² ¹ ¼ ; moreover, be-
cause ÊÌ²A» ¸ ±]² ¸)¹ ¼ and ÊÌ² ¹ º

, we have that
Þ ² ¸ ±I² ¸�¹ º

. Since°�Í�Î$Á�©:°	Í�Î$´m´HÁ�°�±]²�ÁUÊU²�´6Ï¤ÃxÄ]Å�© , we have that°	ãä²�Á�Âr´zàr°mâ:á Þ ²�´H°�Í�ÎxÁ�©:°�Í�Î$´m´�å Þ ²�°�±]²�ÁUÊU²�´yÏ¤ÃxÄ]Å�©:Á
and so ãä²�Ï 6¿ for Ù_Ú�Ù³Î , where ãä²�ß"à[°uâ á Þ ²�´sÍ�Îzå Þ ²æ±]² ; henceÞ ² ¸ ±]² ¸ á ¸ Í�Î ¸Ûç�¸ ãä² ¸:ç Þ ² ¸ ±]² ¸ å ¸ Í�Î ¸ è Ù¤Ú�Ù³Î$Ë
It follows that

¸ ãä² ¸ ¹ º
andã ²¸ ã$² ¸ à â�á Þ ²¸ ã$² ¸ Í�Î6å

Þ ² ¸ ± ² ¸¸ ã$² ¸ ± ²¸ ±]² ¸ À ¼�Ë
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Using [3, Proposition 2.1] recalled above, we deduce that éëê is not well-
positioned. This contradiction proves that ì$í]î�ï is well-positioned.

Finally, remark that condition (ii) is equivalent to the absence of asymp-
totes for every level set. Indeed, from Proposition 3(a), it follows that ð
is a recession direction for a nonempty level set é7ê of ï if and only ifï is bounded from above on every half-line of the form ñoòôó�õ ö{÷ø]ð ,
with ó$õÉùRú . In this case, condition (ii) prescribes ñüû§ý�þmÿ��bî���� ï �ò�� ,
which, by virtue of Lemma 1, is equivalent with the absence of asymptotes
for every level set of ï . 	

5. STRICT SEPARATION OF CONVEX SETS

In this section, we use Theorem 1 to characterize all the nonempty closed
and convex subsets é of a reflexive Banach space ú which can be strictly
separated from every disjoint nonempty closed and convex set 
 , i.e.,�� ù¤ú��������������]í����� � �! #"!$�% î��'&(#��) � �* #+,$ �

Indeed, it is well known that two nonempty closed and convex subsetsé and 
 of ú can be strictly separated if and only if ÿAý�í.-sé  
0/2143 . For
every nonempty closed and convex subset é of the reflexive Banach spaceú , set ï �65 ú87 ÷ for the real-valued function defined byï � - " /6ò�î9�:&(;�<�>= +@?A" =  B@" ù¤úC�

It is straightforward to prove that ï � is convex and continuous, and that
its level sets satisfy

é�D<ò E � îF&8G % 3  éRöAGIH � îF&8GKJL3:�
Let us also remark that ÿæý�í.-Yé  
0/6òRî��:& ����) ï � - " / .

The following result allows us to use Theorem 1 in deciding whether the
nonempty closed and convex set é may be strictly separated from every
disjoint nonempty closed and convex set 
 .

Lemma 6. Let é be a nonempty closed and convex subset of a reflexive
Banach space ú . The two following assertions are equivalent:

(a) For every nonempty closed and convex subset 
 of ú such that é�û
�òM� one has that ÿæý�íN-sé  
0/O1P3:Q
(b) The function ï � attains its infimum on every nonempty closed and

convex subset of ú .
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Proof of Lemma 6: The implication (b) R (a) is easy. Indeed, let S
be a nonempty closed and convex subset of T such that UWVXSZY�[ . By
hypothesis, there exists \^]_S such that `badc \efYhg�i'jlk#m�nI`oa�cp\e . Henceqsr�t c�UvuwSxe�YW` a c \ezy|{ because \6}]6U and U is closed.

(a) R (b) Assume that (a) holds, and select a nonempty closed convex
set S�~LT . Let �h� Y�g9i:jk#m�n `oa�cp\e�Y qsr�t c�U2u�Sxe��
If U_VPS �Y�[ , then

� Y `oa�c \e with \4]�U_VPS . Assume now thatUWVXS�Y�[ . ¿From our hypothesis we obtain that
� Y qsr�t c�U2u�Sxe0y�{ .

Consider � � Y�SM� �I��� ; of course, � is a nonempty convex set. BecauseT is reflexive, � is (weakly) closed as the sum of a weakly closed and a
weakly compact set. By Lemma 5.2 in [14] we have that qsr�t c��0u�U@e�Y� r����q�r�t c�SIuwU�eo� � u#{��CY�{ . It follows that ��V�U��Y�[ (otherwise, by
(a), qsr�t c��0u�U�e�yM{ ). Therefore, there exist \I]XS and ��] ����� such that� � Y�\x�|�L] U . It follows that `za�c¡\,e£¢¥¤ � �L\�¤IYZ¤w��¤�¢ �

, which
proves that `za attains its infimum on S at \ . ¦

Proposition 1, Theorem 1 and Lemma 6 allow us to prove the main result
of this section.

Theorem 2. Let U be a nonempty closed and convex proper subset of a
reflexive Banach space T . The two following assertions are equivalent:

(a) U can be strictly separated from every disjoint nonempty closed and
convex subset of T ;

(b) U is a slice-continuous set.

Proof of Theorem 2: Lemma 6 implies that (a) holds if and only if the
function `oa attains its infimum on every nonempty closed and convex sub-
set of T . From Theorem 1 we infer that `ba attains its infimum on every
nonempty closed and convex subset of T if and only if U^�A§ � � is a slice-
continuous set for every §�¨M{ .

The proof of Theorem 2 will be achieved if we show that for each slice-
continuous set U and each §©¨�{ , the sets Uª�L§ �.� are slice-continuous.
Assume that U is a slice-continuous set. It is obvious that «¬c�UL�P§ �d� eOY«¬c�U@e for every §�¨|{ . By Proposition 2.1 from [1] we know that U is well-
positioned if and only if ®i'¯'«¬c�U�e2�Yª[ , and so UL�P§ �.� is well-positioned
for every §�¨°{ . Assume that UW�L§ �±� has asymptotes for some §�¨²{ .
Then, by Lemma 1, there exist ³W]Xc�UP�X§ �±� e�´WYWU¬´ with ¤w³f¤µY ¶ and·�¸ ]CT such that � � Y ·<¸ �º¹�»³ is disjoint from UP�X§ �d� . It follows that� and U are disjoint, and so, using again Lemma 1, U has asymptotes, a
contradiction. ¦
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6. DIMENSION REDUCTION STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN RESULTS

Let ¼ be a real-valued convex and continuous function which attains its
infimum on the reflexive Banach space ½ , such that ¾�¿ÁÀÃÂIÄ9Å*Æ�¼°ÇhÈ for
some nonempty closed and convex set É . According to Theorem 1, at
least one of its nonempty level sets, say ÊoË , is not a slice-continuous set.
Taking into account Proposition 1, the set ÊoË fulfills either the conditions
of Lemma 2, or those of Lemma 5. Thus, there is either a closed linear
manifold, or a two-dimensional closed and convex set on which ¼ does not
attain its infimum.

We have thus established the following dimension reduction version of
the main result, Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let ¼ÍÌÎ½ Ï Ð be a convex and continuous function. Then
the two following statements are equivalent:

(a) ¼ attains its infimum on each nonempty closed convex subset of ½ ;
(b) ¼ attains its infimum on every closed linear manifold and every two-

dimensional nonempty closed convex subset of ½ .

Using Lemma 6, the previous Corollary implies the following dimension
reduction version of Theorem 2.

Corollary 2. Let Ê be a nonempty closed and convex proper subset of ½ .
Then the two following statements are equivalent:

(a) Ê can be strictly separated from every disjoint nonempty closed and
convex subset of ½ ;

(b) Ê can be strictly separated from every disjoint closed linear manifold
and every disjoint nonempty two-dimensional closed and convex subset of½ .

Finally, let us remark that the continuous sublinear functions form a small
subset of the class of non-constant real-valued convex and continuous func-
tions attaining their infimum on every nonempty closed convex subset of½ . Likewise, the closed convex cones form a very small subclass of the
nonempty closed and convex proper subsets of ½ with the strict separation
property. Indeed, using Theorems 1 and 2, it is straightforward to prove
that, in every reflexive Banach space of dimension greater than or equal to
two, the only continuous sublinear functions and the only closed and con-
vex cone with the above mentioned property are the positive homogeneous
coercive functions and the singleton Ñ�Ò�Ó , respectively.
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